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Further Reading
Preface

Human beings have been performing at least since our cave-dwelling ancestors enacted the hunt before the rest of the tribe. And yet, those who have chose with an interest in directing-know how rare it is to get solid, time-tested, and craftsman-like guidance on what to watch out for, when to intervene, and how to avoid common mistakes.

Throughout my own schooling and apprenticeship as a young director, I was hungry for such fundamental principles and solid advice. Aristotle and Stanislavski had done their part, but who, I wondered, were the current standard-bearers? Who, if anyone, could give reliable counsel on actors' tendencies and behaviors, common audience perceptions, or effective interventions to familiar...
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conundrums and performance crises? Who, in short, knew the rules?

Then I met Frank Hauser.

It was the late 1980s. I had just graduated from college, quit a job to which I was ill suited at a bank on Wall Street, and set off for London in search of a directing career.

There was Frank, one of my teachers, a scarecrow of a man with a scratchy voice, a quick wit, and a penchant for impish puns and gentle teasing. His rumpled garb and folksy manner belied his considerable achievements; during his nearly fifty-year career, he ran the professional theatre at Oxford University, directed numerous productions in London and New York, and taught and directed many who were or would later become royalty of the British stage, including Alec Guinness, Richard Burton, Judi Dench, and Ian McKellen.

Around the time I met him, Frank was at the coda of his career with three productions running simultaneously in the West End. After completing our class work in London, Frank invited me to
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Chichester, a festival theatre town in southern England where I apprenticed as his assistant director on a production of A Man for All Seasons by Robert Bolt.

One day before beginning rehearsal, a surprise. Frank handed me a collection of twelve neatly typewritten pages, the first of which modestly stated his subject: FILM DIRECTING TIPS.

"You might find these helpful," he said.

The Notes were the great gift of his collected wisdom-gathered over his distinguished career and polished to a sharp edge. Distributed informally to friends and students, Frank's Notes told how he spoke to actors, how he analyzed a scene, how he kept rehearsals buoyant and efficient ... in short, how he went about bringing a story to life.

Frank's directing technique in rehearsal wasn't nearly as doctrinaire as his Notes might have indicated, but they did capture his pith and efficiency; his quick, almost surgical intervention; his concentrated, deceptively simple guidance to actors that is, like him, sometimes easy to underestimate.

As a director, Frank elaborates when he must, but with seeming reluctance. He stops a hit short, expecting you as the actor or student to fill in the gaps and
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take some responsibility as an active participant in the conversation. In other words, you have a role to play. The assertions are his, the rumination and implementation, yours. Only after some time does one catch on to how much he is accomplishing by doing and saying seemingly little—a sure sign of a skilled director and teacher at work.

Fifteen years after we met, I approached Frank with the idea to expand his twelve pages into a book. All of his original Notes are still here. But they are supplemented with other techniques and teachings I observed Frank demonstrate in rehearsal, as well as with additional material based on my own experience and the

We have given the book’s voice of an assertive instructor, one whose favorite words are "do this," "don’t do that," "always," and "never." Frank and I could have taken a milder, more suggestive approach, but better, we thought, to overshoot and provoke than to risk having all the impact of marshmallow.

Certainly it's appropriate to question the dogmatic assertions found here—to struggle with them, debate them, hate them even. Our hope, though, is
Yu'll be told, "Directing can't be told. Each director must find his own way, build his own relationship with his fellow workers."

All very true. What follows is not a book of instructions-though to save time it sometimes sounds like one.

Some of the notes are optional. Some (like 65. Never, NEVER bully and 41. Don't keep actors hanging about needlessly) are not. In general, it's an account of how I work, and as such it is meant to help the student director save time-his own and everyone else's.

But the most important things the passion, the talent you bring to your work-these are for you alone.
In addition to being of interest to aspiring directors, this book is intended to serve as a helpful stimulant to experienced practitioners open to considering new perspectives or ways of working. And it is for filmmakers, theatregoers, and enthusiasts who want to peer more closely into the hidden process of creating a shared, live experience.

A linear approach from start to finish tracks roughly with the course of the rehearsal process, addressing a director's concerns in the general order they are likely to arise.
2. A random, pointillist approach is also appropriate. For instance, while on the way to rehearsal or waiting for the actors to show up, one can open the book to wherever whimsy dictates and get a taste of what might just be needed for that day’s proceedings.

A crisscross line of attack emerges by following the occasional cross-references from note to note. These connections reveal conceptual relationships and highlight larger themes that may not be readily apparent across relatively broad expanses of the material.

In addition, the table of contents and index provide ready references whenever guidance is needed on a particular topic.

Beware: Actors aren’t machines, scripts aren’t technical drawings, and this book is no substitute for thinking and responding with fluidity in the moment. When humming properly, rehearsals and performances are ever-changing, real-life experiences. Rule-of-thumb prescriptions, therefore cannot be applied indiscriminately.

Accordingly, the reader will likely find contradictions within these pages (compare, for example, the dual directives in appendix iii to keep things simple and add variety). No doubt this will frustrate purists, but just as any director must choose his or her tools and tactics every moment of each rehearsal, the reader will have to discern when to apply a particular truth and when to be alert to its exceptions and contradictions.

This book alone will not make anyone a good artist, a good craftsman, or a true professional. Some things must still be learned and understood not through words, but through experience. The work with others, the inevitable failures, the rich discoveries and unanticipated rewards that arise from persistence, experimentation, commitment, and enthusiasm are still, as Frank hinted in his introduction, for you as a director to develop and earn on your own.
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Understanding
the Script

Read the play.
Or hear the play from its source by having the playwright read it to you.

Unplug the telephone, don't answer the door, just sit and read it through. At the end make notes or comments, very simple ones... "Opening a bit boring." "Don't get the hit about the will." "Last bit very moving."

2. Take a break and read it again.
This time let yourself wander: Think about the look of it, the sort of actors you're going to need, whether the problems you saw the first time round are solving themselves.

a.
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. If you have any choice, try to fit the designers to the work.
A production of Chekhov's *Three Sisters* designed by Francis Bacon might be fun, but it probably wouldn't help the cast or the audience any.

. Don't finalize the designs too early.
You'll always be pressured by the workshops, but hold them off as long as possible. Your ideas will certainly change as you get to know the play better.

5. Read each character's part through as if you were playing it.
Skip the scenes you are not in and concentrate on your own lines. This often gives you a more vivid idea of the character and helps in casting.

6. Don't overstudy.
"I know every word of this text by heart" is a favorite director's boast, but it can restrict your imagination. It's the actor's job to remember his lines, not yours. Sometimes just guessing how a scene goes can make you think more freely.

Understanding the Script

. Learn to love a play you don't particularly like.
You may be asked—or may choose—to direct a play that, for any number of reasons, you don't think is very good. In such cases it is better to focus and build on the play's virtues than attempt to repair its inherent problems.

8. Identify the story's compelling question.
Every good play has a basic "will she or won't she ..... an essential question about the central character(s) that keeps the audience interested, a question around which all the action revolves. Think of Shakespeare's *Hamlet*: Will the prince avenge his father's murder? Ibsen's *A Doll's House*: Will Nora keep her secret from Torvald?
As the director, you must understand what primarily keeps the audience interested in the ongoing action.

. Realize that the human experience is one of suffering and the resolution of suffering.
Legitimate questions to ask of any script: How are these characters suffering? What are they doing to resolve their suffering?
10. **Appreciate that character is the result of conduct.**
   As Aristotle taught us, we know people primarily by what they **do**. What others say about them, or what they say about themselves, may or may not be true.

11. **Understand that plays depict people in extraordinary circumstances.**
   It's not everyday life on stage, but something more: something extreme, defining, life-changing.
   What is the source of these special circumstances? Arthur Miller said, "The structure of the play is always the story of how the birds came home to roost."
   That is, the consequences of something someone once did always come back to haunt the characters in the now of the play. These acts from the past permeate the story; they threaten the ordinary circumstances and values of the characters' lives, and they force choices to be made.
   As Edward Albee said, "That's what happens in plays, their intentions are clear—that they go about their struggles, encounter obstacles, and make moment-to-moment choices about what they need to do to achieve their goals. Their choices in the face of clear and compelling circumstances are what make them interesting; characters either change their circumstances or are changed by them.
   The audience witnesses each character's journey and vicariously goes along with them: "I agree with that." "What did he do that for?" "Now **that** was an interesting thing to do; I never would have thought of such a clever tactic."
   Towards the end of the play, as the audience anticipates an impending collision or miracle coming, they won't care about **what** happens nearly as much as they'll care about how the characters **react** to what happens. Again, the emotional journey is more important than the destination.

12. **Recognize that the struggle is more important than the outcome.**
   Whether the characters accomplish what they set out to accomplish is not critical. What is important is that

13. **Realize that the end is in the beginning.**
   In all the best material, the outcome is inevitable and inherent in the opening moment and in every moment in between. From the audience's perspective, this can only be understood and appreciated **backwards**, after the play has
if they choose, will see every element was essential; every moment from the first to the last contributed to the final resolution or explosion.

This is really about you, as the director, aiming for elegance—the absence of anything superfluous. (See 96. Every object tells.)

This fully cohesive quality is easy to describe but hard to create. Nevertheless, it is critical for the director to identify the unifying structure of the play to which every subordinate element contributes.

14. Express the core of the play in as few words as possible. Not more than a dozen words should do it. This is what the whole shooting match is aiming at, so:

A. What is the first impression the actors and the design should make on the audience?

B. What should their final impression be as the play ends?

c. How do you propose getting from A to B?
15. **You are the obstetrician.**
You are not the parent of this child we call the play. You are present at its birth for clinical reasons, like a doctor or a midwife. Your job most of the time is simply to do no harm.

When something does go wrong, however, your awareness that something is awry—and your clinical intervention to correct it—can determine whether the child will thrive or suffer, live or die.

16. **Just tell the story...**
as believably, as excitingly as possible. Whatever does not tell the story should be subject to a very fishy examination.

It does sometimes happen that decoration will salvage a weak play, but we are concerned with strong plays, and the audience has come to the theatre to he-
17. **Don't always connect all the dots.**
Give the audience a role in filling in what's happening. That is, give them all the dots they need but don't connect all the dots for them.
For example, Julie Taymor's designs for the musical *The Lion King* offered the audience the choice to look at each actor's face or at the face of the puppet character each actor was operating. This allowed the audience to imaginatively invent the illusion moment by moment along with the performers and was far more artful than putting humans in animal suits. *That* would have been a clear example of connecting too many dots.

18. **Keep the audience guessing.**
But make sure the spectators are aware of those little hints that will become important later: Romeo's potential for violence, Saint Joan's tidal wave way with opposition.
Play against the obvious, but don't cheat. That is, don't rig the evidence so that when the climax comes, the audience feels, "Well, I didn't expect that,

and, what's more, the way they told the story. I don't,, not to

ig. **Don't try to please everybody.** Bill Cosby said, "I don't know the formula for success, but I do know the formula for failure: trying to please everybody."

With both the authority and the responsibility to stage the play well, you will inevitably have to make some unpopular decisions. Accept the grumbling. Be strong and calm in the face of opposition-and realize that normal conversation includes a good portion of complaint.

20. **You can't have everything.**
Harold Clurman said that if you get 60 percent of what you saw in your head onto the stage, you're doing very well.
There may be no way to close this deficit, but do expect it.
Not everything is within your control.

21. **Don't expect to have all the answers.**
You're the leader, but you're not alone. The other artists are there to contribute as well. Use them.
FILM DIRECTING TIPS

Elia Kazan's concise directing advice was: "Before you do anything, see what talent does."

22. No actor likes a lazy director, or an ignorant one. You should certainly know the meaning (and the pronunciation) of every word, every reference, every foreign phrase.

23. Assume that everyone is in a permanent state of catatonic terror.
This will help you approach the impossible state of infinite patience and benevolence that actors expect.

24. Lighten up.
Nobody dies if things go wrong; millions of dollars are not lost (you should be so lucky to have the chance). Children do not starve as a result of a bad rehearsal, performance, or review. Be passionate, sure, but know when not to take yourself too seriously.

When you need a favor or have a request that is perhaps beyond someone's ordinary responsibilities or inclinations, you can cool your ardor and enormously increase your

The Director's Role

understand completely if it's not something you're able to do right now."

25. Don't change the author's words.
Director Lloyd Richards said that if you continually find yourself itching to make changes to a script, consider whether you should give up directing.

26. You perform most of the day. A general, very important note.
As a director, you are there to explain things to people and to tell them what to do (even if that means telling them to do whatever they want). Speak clearly. Speak briefly.

Guard against the director's first great vice-rabhitting on, making the same point again and again, getting laughs from your inimitable (and interminable) anecdotes, wasting time.

And guard against the second great vice, the idiot fill-in phrases: "You know," "I mean," "Sort of....," "Kind of..... .....................................," "Er, er, um  These are bad enough in ordinary conversation; coming from someone who
29. **Directing is mostly casting.**

Some say directing is 60 percent casting, others say 90 percent. Regardless, it's a lot. There is not a more important single decision you will make during the production than who you put into a role. (Though your choice of designers—set, costume, lights, and sound—is right up there and is, of course, also a kind of casting.)

Director Ron Eyre once said that when you place someone in a role, you are plugging into his or her entire "life stream." As in a marriage, you are taking responsibility for living with that person's unique constellation of virtues and vices. Certain doors will be open, others will be tightly closed, and still other doors may open with a slight nudge.

Learn as much as you can about what you're getting.
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ers about the person. Is she polite, professional, and responsive? Speak with her. Study the résumé carefully: Has this person done roles like this before? This size? This style? This level? Take the time to find the answers. Yes, you might still get fooled from time to time, but that's hardly a reason to neglect your due diligence.

30. Don't expect the character to walk in the door. If he does, hesitate before casting him. It is all-too-common to see the perfect audition lead to a performance that's lacking.

   Why is this? A walking, talking character is quite different from a trained, professional actor. A true professional will grow into a role, analyze the script and develop insights, anticipate and deal with problems, create the required illusion, and develop a relationship with the other characters and the audience that no amount of "typing" can easily achieve. In short, a pro will know what to do. And it frees you from the onerous task of nursing one actor's performance at the cost of neglect to the others. That would he sure to sow resentment.

   An important distinction, then, to make at this early stage in the process is not, "Is he convincing as the

Casting

This is not to say you should ignore externals. Everything tells to an audience and nothing about the actor should undermine what the script calls for-a tall character should be played by a tall actor, a young ingenue by a young actress. But when forced to choose between two competing candidates, value skill and experience over the look or essence of an actor. Respect the mastery of craft that a skilled professional can provide.

31. Put actors at ease, but don't befriend them. When auditioning, actors know they are being looked at, listened to, evaluated, and judged. Their livelihood and self-image may hang in the balance. Everything you do or say as the auditor can have enormous emotional impact, so put actors at ease by letting them know you know what you're doing.

   Be informal and polite. Be conversational. Be efficient. (See 26. You perform most of the day, and 70.

Please, PLEASE he decisive.)

You cannot expect the actor's best work in an audition situation; it's too early in the process and too stressful. To maximize the actor's comfort and ensure the best possible
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reading, "lest the actor misinterpret your praise as an indication of promised employment. Never be rude. Never make any promises. Don't make final decisions while the actor is in the room; no matter how stellar his audition, the next actor is sure to reveal possibilities you never imagined.

Do thank the actors. And let them know how and when they'll be contacted if there is interest.

32. **Don't act with auditioners.**
Your job in auditions is to observe and evaluate. Have the actor read with or to someone or something other than you: the wall, the chair, the production assistant, or the reader you brought in precisely for this purpose.
First Read- Through

33. Don't start with a great long brilliant speech.  
The actors will enjoy it—they'll laugh or frown with concentration, but they'll be far too nervous to take it in. Start with practicalities: rehearsal schedule, performance times. You need to say something about how you see the play, but showing the cast the designs will explain your

34. Don't let the actors mumble through the reading.  
Everyone hates first readings, but they often throw up insights that no one had imagined from solitary study.

Go for intensity. Persuade the opening actors to commit themselves, to give it a full go, even if it means stopping and starting again. Reassure them that the others aren't snickering if they overshoot. They're thinking: how brave, damn good for her for giving it a try!
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35. **Talk it out after the reading.**
You can launch your ideas at them while the play is still fresh in their minds and they are no longer scared of the ordeal. Get as many actors as possible to talk about it, but beware the know-all who has evolved obscure and elaborate theories about the Inner Meaning, spreading confusion and dismay.

36. **Ask basic questions.**
Good questions to ask early on: Where are they? Who is related to whom? How do people feel about each other? What time of year is it? Of day? How old are they? What dialect or accent might they have? Why does he enter the room? Why does she depart? Who's chasing whom?

Begin making distinctions: Is that action big or little? Is that intention nice or nasty? Big nice or little nice? Big nasty or little nasty? (See 55. Ask: Is it nice or nasty? Big or little?)

Also, analyze the playwright's intention notes (*e.g.* "he relaxes," or, an old favourite, "joking but not joking").

37. **Mark the waves in a scene.**
Where is formality broken by casualness? Romance by disappointment? When does the hunter take a new tack? When does the hunted apply new resistance? (See 5; Every scene is a chase scene.)

Discuss and delineate these internal scenes within scenes—not "French Scenes," which are defined by any entrance or exit of a character, but the individual, dramatic units where a few lines of dialogue or action have their own beginning, middle, and end.
38. **Work from your strength.**
   Obviously, find out how you work best and do that:
   paraphrasing, playing animals, improv (short for "improvement," not "improvidence").

39. **Rehearsals need discipline.**
   It's not your job to be everyone's friend all the time. Jump on lateness (an actor must phone through if humanly possible when he is going to be late), chattering noticeably as others are working, reading newspapers where the rehearsing actors can see...

40. **Plan the schedule a week at a time.**
   Remember that in the early days, when you are all getting to know each other and the play, everything takes at least twice as long as you think it will.
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41. Don't keep actors hanging about needlessly.
It demoralizes the entire cast. By all means get them there early so that you don't risk losing the impetus of the rehearsal, and if they have to wait for half an hour, that's life. But if you are really behind, offer them the chance to go away and come back later. And apologize.

42. Don't apologize when you don't have to.
Humorous self-deprecation can be very weakening within a company. Once again: *Don't try to be everyone's friend all the time.*

43. Make sure stage management get proper breaks.
It's all right for you to charge forward; you're the captain, but the troops get tired quicker. They don't have the same ego rewards you do to keep themselves alert.

44. Say thank you.
Theatre manners dictate that cast and crew clearly and politely acknowledge an instruction or request from stage management. Enforce this sensible standard.

Rehearsal Rules

Never allow any member of the company to be grand or rude to the stage managers. That sort of behaviour should have been stamped on but wasn't at drama school.

45. Include the crew.
The staff and crew are part of the creative process, not divorced from it. They can offer wonderful ideas, but are often too scared to say what they think. Solicit their opinion on the material with which they are involved and knowledgeable. (See 21. Don't expect to have all the answers.)

Set rules early for how people should offer creative

46. Always read the scene by yourself just before rehearsing it with the cast. You will learn something every time you look at it.

47. Don't bury your head in the script.
Watch as much as possible. When you're running an act, and even more the whole play, don't sit taking notes all the time. A good method is to watch the first half without taking any notes at all.
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recall how and what they all did and make your notes then.

Ditto for part two.

When you are doing early runs, try watching one without making any notes at all. Just steep yourself in the play and the performance and watch as far as possible like a member of the audience. Let your notes be broader for that session.

There's one important exception here. During a single run-through late in the rehearsal process, don't watch the play at all. Just listen.

48. **Treat difficult moments as discoveries.**
When you encounter an obstacle in rehearsal it is often helpful just to leave it alone. For many problems, solutions are best uncovered in a separate, later step. Many other difficulties, left unmolested, simply solve themselves.

9. **Don't work on new material when people are tired. Review what you have already done.**

50. **End rehearsals on an upbeat note.**
Consider thanking each person individually for his or her commitment and contribution.

---

Rehearsal Rules

51. **Don't be grim.**
Rehearsals should be sweaty, tough, and... enjoyable. So should you.

52. **If you choose to allow outsiders to see a late rehearsal...**
ask them specifics afterwards:

a. What weren't you able to hear?

b. What weren't you able to understand?

c. What didn't hold your interest?

D. How did you feel about it twenty-four hours later,
53. Every scene is a chase scene.
Character A wants something from Character B who doesn't want to give it. If he did, the scene would be over. Why does A want it? In order to... what? Why does B refuse?

Usually, when someone chases someone else they move toward their object, and the object, feeling the pressure, moves away. Blocking, that obscure mystery, is simply that. Lenin said, "Who? Whom?" That is, who is doing what to whom, and with what further aim? When the Ghost is hectoring Hamlet it is easy to see who is chasing whom, but look at the opening of The Cherry Orchard or King Lear and the answer is more problematic. Nevertheless, the chase underpins all dramatic structure. When you have learnt to see it, blocking becomes much more obvious and (still more important) a false move more glaringly apparent.
54. The strength of the characters' wants equals the strength of the play.

If A just "kind of" wants twenty dollars from B, the action will be tepid. If B would just "kind of rather" doesn't want to give it, torpor sets in. If A is supposed to be strong, we can only realize his strength by the strength that B shows in opposition. By overcoming a powerful resistance, we measure A's toughness.

Pounding your chest and flexing your muscles and then picking up a pillow impresses nobody.

So if A delivers a long speech and B stands there nodding, knitting his brow, and being a good listener, the scene is on the floor. B must want to abolish A's speech almost as soon as it starts. He disagrees, he agrees but wants to put it another way, he feels A is trying to railroad him...there are dozens of reasons for him to want to interrupt. And in rehearsal it is a good idea to let B do just that, interrupt, so that A has to keep topping him. If there is no competition, the audience gets bored, because they can't see why A bothers to go on talking when his opponent has apparently conceded the game. (And incidentally, watch for

55. Ask: Is it nice or nasty Big or little?

If my line is "What a pretty sister you have," do you, as an actor, take that as nice or nasty? If it's nice, you tend to move toward me, however slightly. If it's nasty, you move away. If you don't move at all, you're dead.

How nice? How nasty? Big or little? The sum of all your reactions is your character. Discussions about this elusive critter we call character are, of course, necessary—particularly regarding practical matters. It is essential that all the actors agree on ages, relationships, and material situations, not to mention the plot of the play. (It is literally incredible how perfectly intelligent actors can be wildly awry in their grasp of the plot, mistaking mothers for sisters,

56. Every actor has a tell.

A tell is what an actor does when he doesn't know what to do. It is a habitual behaviour that is completely irrelevant to the task at hand and reveals itself at times of insecurity, fear, or lack of focus or imagination. Look for stock postures,
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or heightened vocal inflections, repetitious movements, or cliched gestures. If it strikes you as false, you're probably witnessing a tell.

Other common tells include knee slapping, "tsk" sounds repeatedly inserted just before an actual line, rising up on one's toes and dropping down again (ridiculously common among Americans playing British), and unnecessary facial scratching (absolutely epidemic).

One of the weakest and most common tells is a pleading gesture of open hands facing upward and outward toward the other actor(s). It's almost always an indication of misplaced focus on the actor's own emotions rather than on accomplishing a worthy objective. (David Mamet has taught that pleading is highly undignified, akin to asking, "Can't you just give me what I want?" rather than doing what's necessary to get it or earn it. See 67. Never express actions in terms of feelings.)

While it may not be possible to know everything about the actors with whom you are working, discovering their individual behavioural hints can be a valuable diagnostic indicator of when your intervention is needed to clarify the character's situation. (See 66. Keep actors on their task.)
VII
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57. Discussion about character is best done piecemeal, as the work demands.
The great character analysis orgy usually takes place too early and too rigidly. The audience won't see your actor's dislike of his late grandmother, however useful that may be to him. What they will see is his line-by-line, scene-by-scene reaction to whatever is said and done—nice or nasty, big or little—while he is on the stage.

58. Start nice.
Cue the start of a scene with this: "Stand by. Lights coming up. Lights up."
It simulates the real thing, is far less scary than shouting, "Action!" and it creates a rehearsal ritual that puts everyone at ease.
59. **Make a strong entrance.**
   Good motivational notes for entrances: "Today's the day! Tonight's the night! Enter to save the day!"

60. **The actor's first job is to be heard.**
   If the first actors on stage can be heard clearly from the outset, the audience will feel comfortable enough to sit back and think: Ahhh! That's nice! I can hear! The audience will relax into a more receptive mood, the better to absorb all the other wonderfulness.

61. **Sincerely praise actors early and often.**
   A very important note. Rather than correcting your actors all the time, get into the habit of frequently telling them what they are doing right. Also, be sure to tell your actors whenever they look good on stage. They'll trust you more knowing you are concerned with their appearance and dignity, and it will free them to go about their duties with less self-consciousness.

62. **Talk to the character, not the actor.**
   When actors don't seem to have the right idea - close but no cigar - it is okay to say what they did

---
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was good because of the quality you were looking for but didn't get.

Example: A couple is saying goodbye to each other for the last time because the husband is on his way to the chopping block. They embrace, they cry, but something's missing. Say: "Wonderful! Touching! They're so proud of each other!"
Perhaps they weren't so proud, but they will get your point about what's really going on with the characters and their feelings as actors will go unwounded.

6; **Always sit and read a scene before blocking it.**
Even before you run any scene that was blocked the day before, sit round with the cast and read it again. Then your questions like, "Do you know what that word means?" or "Why does she say that now?" are easily asked and easily replied to. Once the actors are on their feet, the interruption can become confrontational: "He thinks I'm doing it badly!" "She's trying to catch me out!"
Ten minutes spent reading a scene or section before acting it can save hours later.

There's always time. Make time.
64. **Do not expect too much too soon.**
   Many good actors just cannot implement the simplest actions or directions right away. There's nothing wrong with this. They may be thinking about or working on another element that's not apparent to you. Give them a day or two to assimilate what you tell them. (See 78. Always walk through changes.)
   If they still don't respond, don't criticize. Gently remind them of what they did right in the past. This can work whether or not they actually did it right in the past; corrective suggestion.

65. **Never. NEVER bully...**
   ...either by shouting or sarcasm or, worst of all, imitation. It will get a laugh and make an enemy. Using imitation to show an actor what he's doing wrong is allowable when all else has failed; but do it, if you have to do it at all, privately.

66. **Keep actors on their task.**
   Just as a person who tries too hard to be funny won't be, an actor who tries too directly to hold an audience's attention is sure to bore them to tears.

67. **Never express actions in terms of feelings.**
   Don't give actors undoable emotional directives such as: "Be disappointed." You are almost guaranteed an insincere result.
   David Mamet has taught that an actor's feelings-like a surgeon's feelings, or a pilot's-are irrelevant to what needs to get done in the moment. His advice to actors: "Don't kill the patient because you don't feel like operating. Don't crash the plane because you don't feel like landing it." A true actor, like a true hero, does what is necessary regardless of his feelings.

**Talking to Actors**

The actor's job is not to hold the audience's attention. It is to do what needs to get done in the moment. Your job, then, is to keep actors focused on their objectives:

- A. "What do you want?"
- B. "What are you doing to get it?"
- C. "Is it working?"
- D. "Where's the resistance?"
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An excellent way of expressing an action, however, is to prompt the actor to focus on how he wants the other person to feel.
Paul Newman once said the best direction he ever got was: "Crowd the guy."

68. Tell actors: "Watch their eyes."
To find out what someone is thinking (or feeling), actors should take a tip from boxers and watch their opponent’s eyes.
You don't, however, act with your eyes (unless you're in front of a camera). You act primarily with your voice and body. Move toward the nice thing, away from the nasty thing.

69. Actors are notoriously inaccurate about the quality of their own performances.
When terrible, they think they're fine. When brilliant, they have no idea.
This is not as bad as it sounds. A lot of good acting has an essentially unconscious quality to it; actors should be unaware of themselves. (See 89. Actors must never aim for the laugh.) That's why they look to you to confirm they're all right.

70. Please, PLEASE be decisive.
As the director, you have three weapons: "Yes," "No," and "I don't know." Use them. Don't dither; you can always change your mind later. Nobody minds that.
What they do mind is the two-minute agonizing when all the actor has asked is, "Do I get up now?"
(Recall 26. You perform most of the day.)

71. Being direct is appropriate for a director, but not always.
Some actors will clearly already know the answers to the questions they ask you. In this case, they are really asking, "Am I okay?"
In these situations, respond with additional questions of your own. Prompt them to understand and accept their own sense of what is right. Hearing a director ask, "What do you think works here?" or "How would you solve this?" is supportive, stimulating, and flattering to any good actor. (Recall 21. Don't expect to have all the answers.)

Love them for this. Appreciate them for the extraordinary risks they are willing to take that the rest of us fear too much even to contemplate.
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72. **Give actors corrective notes in private.**
This will not only prevent damage caused by embarrassing them in front of others, it will make them feel good to get individual attention. Let them feel as if they are sharing a secret with the director.

    If you can't give a critical note privately or skillfully,

73. **Know your actors.**
Some like a lot of attention; others want to be left alone. Some like written notes, some spoken. Get to know them. It doesn't have to take long. It's a good investment that will pay enormous benefits later.

74. **Don't give notes just prior to a performance or run-through.**
Sure you want everything correctable to be corrected, but this just isn't the time.

    Safety issues are a glaring exception. You (or, "There's stage management) must inform them, "There's a leaky pipe causing a small water puddle on the stage."

    The night before your big opening, it's okay to give general notes, but keep them few and positive.
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75. **Don't assume people can take the harsh truth, even if they ask for it.**
Temper bad news with three times as much good news (either order can work, but leave them off feeling good).
When offering praise or criticism, be sincere and specific.
(See 28. The best compliment for a director: "You seemed from the beginning to know exactly what you wanted.")

76. **Introduce bad news with "and" not "but."**

    **DO:** "The costume looks great, and when you keep your hat up, we can see your gorgeous face."

    **DON'T:** "The costume looks great, but you're not keeping your hat up, and we can't see your face."

77. **Include every single member of the cast in your note sessions.**
Surely you know that in the theatre, silence is invariably taken for disapproval.
78. **Always walk through changes.**

It is not enough simply to discuss a new idea or change prior to performing it. Even the smallest business must be walked and spoken through on stage and in character prior to running it in front of an audience.

You cannot know all the possible consequences in advance. Good actors do an enormous amount of internal work based on the circumstances you and the script have set up. If you change those circumstances, you must give the actors the opportunity to adjust. (Recall 64. Do not expect too much too soon.)

When you make any changes be sure to include everyone who is in the scene. And don't forget to include the stage managers who will likely be responsible for directing replacement actors and, in your absence, ensuring...

---
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So. **Don't play the end of scene at the beginning.**

Actors must delay as much as possible, delay that great twist, that surprise denouement. Remember what Bernard Shaw said about Elisabeth Bergner's Saint Joan: "She was half burnt when she first came on." And Bergner was a great actress.

81. **Play against the given condition.**

We all unknowingly reveal ourselves in our efforts to conceal or compensate for our secret, unspoken shortcomings.

For example, Jack Eemmon's advice on how to act drunk was, "Don't slur." This works because the action of speaking with (overly) clear diction betrays the character's effort to hide the undesirable and shameful state of drunkenness. That is, we convey a lack of physical control by concentrating instead on getting every physical action absolutely perfect.

Another example of this principle: For a good actor to play a bad actor, she should remember only the words and...

82. **Be gentle with actors just coming off book.**

It's a particularly vulnerable time, not a time to put-
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sue new breakthroughs or to expect precision. If the cast stumbles, change blocking slightly, or discuss reactions and motives. This will free them up and stop them from being self-conscious.

83. **Frequently ask: "Who are you talking to?***
Specific address by an actor increases audience interest, particularly when the target person changes while the character is speaking. As a rehearsal exercise, try addressing speeches or parts of speeches to an entirely new person from time to time. This can reveal new meaning.

84. **Anger is always preceded by pain.**
When an actor jumps to angry choices, look back together for the moment when the hurt occurs because that is what is more important—and more interesting.

85. **Tell actors: "Localize abstract things."**
That is, place mentioned items in space: "The church is there. Rome is there. I just spoke with the King, over in that direction."

86. **In later rehearsals, ask yourself: "Do I believe it?***
If the answer is no, chances are the actors are trying too hard to explain to the audience. It is the director's job to worry about whether the audience is getting it. The actors have a different task: truthfully going about achieving their goals on stage. And being heard.

87. **Consider late table work.**
It is okay, after you have had a run-through or two, to sit people down again and analyze a scene line by line. This is appropriate late in rehearsals, when opening is drawing near and there is little sign of progress on an actor's part. In this situation, line readings somehow do not seem intrusive or inappropriate to most actors. They are often grateful for the...
89. **Actors must never aim for the laugh.**
Instead of going for what’s funny, they must focus their attention on the situation. If they make it real and vital, the humor will be there too.

It is not their job to get a laugh; it is their job to go about achieving their objectives truthfully on stage. Help your actors identify what the character desperately wants. Help them understand the extreme and truthful circumstances the character is in. is in consideration of their craft; by telling them the emotional result you want, you are revealing your lack of understanding of how they do what they do. (See 66. Keep actors on their task, and 67. Never express actions in terms of feelings.) Try to keep your interest in getting a laugh (or any other particular emotional result) to yourself.

90. **Play peek-a-boo.**
For reasons understood perhaps only by experts in early childhood development, audiences are very amused when objects or people appear, disappear.

---
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88. **Humor falls mostly into one of two categories.**
British actor Edward Petherbridge aptly described the first category of humor when he said, "No one ever got a laugh out of something that wasn't someone else's tragedy."

But audiences also laugh at statements or actions they recognize as implicitly true. "When a thing is funny," wrote George Bernard Shaw, "search it for a hidden truth."

Part of your job as a director is to help the audience make connections that delight the mind. When an audience thinks, Ah! That suggests this, the accompanying reaction will often be simple laughter, a sure sign that you, the playwright, and the actors have done something right. (Recall 17. Don't always connect all the dots.)

9. **If a joke's not working, try reversing positions.**
Depending on the theatre-and the actors-it is possible that the joke will be more effective when the audience is watching the receiver's face, not the speaker's.
94. **Good humor requires a bad disposition.**
Jay Leno once commented that a good comedian requires two assets: good jokes and a bad attitude. You need both because good jokes will sometimes fall flat. Blame it on the weather, the delivery, the time of day. No matter—the performer will need something else to fall back on. Rude or quirky behaviour works just fine.
95. **If it moves, the eye will follow.**
To control the audience's gaze, put an object in motion. No eye can resist.

This is a critical tenet of stage direction since the audience is free to look wherever they like.

If more than one object is in motion at the same time, the eye will track to whichever object was most recently set in motion or was most newly revealed by the motion. When motion is combined with sound, however, the eye will look in that direction regardless of whatever else might happen.

A shift in light will also appear as movement to the eye.

96. **Every object tells.**
In a properly created on-stage world, nothing is extra.
and nothing is missing. (Recall 13. Realize that the end is in the beginning.)

To paraphrase Chekhov, "Never hang a musket over the fireplace in Act i unless someone gets shot in Act iii." That is, do not create visual anticipation without exploiting it.

Playwright Romulus Linney stated this same idea more strongly: "Everything on the set should be used up, burned up, blown up, destroyed, or otherwise completely chemically altered over the course of the story or else it didn't belong there to begin with."

97. Love triangles.
Two actors on stage establish a single visual relationship.

Add just one more actor and you have up to seven relationships: one relationship between any two of the individuals (that's three relationships), one for each of the possible pairings of two individuals in opposition to the third (that's three more), plus the unique relationship that exists between all three.

Look for threes. When you have a triangular situation-and therefore rich dramatic possibilities-make clear choices as to who is in opposition to whom.

98. When few characters are on stage in a large space, keep them apart.
Space between characters creates tension as well as greater possibilities for physical and psychological maneuvering.

When blocking, imagine an elastic band connects the characters. When they come together, the tension is gone, the chase is over. (Recall s. The strength of the characters' wants equals the strength of the play.) Look for ways and reasons to separate them, to reestablish the tension, the chase, the very reason for watching.

99. Imbalance adds interest.
Bilateral symmetry can be boring. Unbroken lines can be boring. This is true for sets, furniture, and actor placement.

Severity, balance, and formality have dramatic value in specific instances, but not generally.

In staging the play, value the diagonal, the visual

100. Choose a facing angle. When an actor faces an audience straight on, each audience member will feel he or she is being addressed
directly. A slightly angled address prevents this, if you want it prevented.

101. **Stand up.**
Seating an actor suggests along, boring scene will follow. If you can find a credible excuse for the actors to stand, use it. (Lighting a cigarette or pouring a drink have often been used for this purpose, albeit now with heavy cliché baggage attached.)

102. **Don’t stand still.**
If for some reason the actor must remain in place, there must be meaning and intention in the nonmovement. The standing character must either be interested or repelled. She must desperately want to move, but cannot. Or she is immovable, adamant, standing as if reaching the stars and sky. Or she is moved to stillness.

103. **Sit down, if you’re up to it.**
Royalty sit in chairs, not on stairs, floors, or boxes. They always walk in straight lines, regardless of who is in their way. It is the reaction of others that defines royal status: nonroyalty get out of the way...fast. The alternative is
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Note, too, that there are many forms of royalty to whom this reactive behaviour might apply. In his realm, for instance, Al Capone was royalty.

104. **An audience's interest in the action is only as high as the actors' interest in it.**
Keep an eye out for disinterested responses such as yawning or an actor’s gazing upon anything other than what the audience should be looking at.

Watch extras in large groups, especially. They frequently steal vital focus by being negative listeners, hating everything they hear.

Here’s the rule: Listener reactions that are positive and interested focus audience attention on the speaker. Listener reactions that are negative and disinterested

105. **Listening is active.**
The audience should (usually) know how the characters feel about what they’re hearing. Feelings are conveyed through the body: Yes, I agree with that (and so I will approach); no, I disagree somewhat with that (and so will retreat slightly); I’ll shut-up here (and let my hesitation cause my opponent to
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106. Character reactions should be active and outward, not passive and inward.

ACTIVE: "Don't do that!

PASSIVE: "Oh, don't do that!"

107. Turn your back.
Strength and confidence in staging can be indicated by occasionally having an actor turn his or her back to the audience. This is not, however, a good choice for the first time we encounter a character, nor for long speeches.

108. Give your actors face time.
Basic but often forgotten: When choosing props and furniture, be mindful of upstaging the actors with, for example, tall candlesticks or a high table.
Hats, too, often obscure the face. If it is absolutely necessary to continually remind the actors to keep their hats and their heads up.

109. Style has its reasons.
Elements of style are best applied with intention, purpose, and meaning—not as ends in themselves.
A character in a Restoration drama, for instance, bows with open palms extended away from his body to demonstrate he has no weapons. Ironically, this may also indicate he still wants them, needs them, or has them hidden somewhere.
A woman desperately waving a perfumed handkerchief as she speaks does so to hide her atrocious breath.
Without intention, style is empty.

110. Consider if you're missing a costume moment.
Costume designer Patton Campbell once said every play should have at least one costume moment. I don't know if this is true and have only vague ideas about what it really means, but it can't hurt to look for one.

111. Respect the power of music.
Music has the ability, second perhaps only to scent, to bypass our emotional defenses. In a director's hands,
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therefore, music is a powerful tool for guiding the audience's emotional experience.

Don't throw this power away. Don't use music indiscriminately. Don't choose music that has only a strong personal connection for you. Ask instead how the music you select might guide someone else's feelings, someone unlike you.

Lyrics are especially dangerous in this regard because others might interpret them differently than you. Are they hearing the same lyrics as you? Are they even listening to the

112. Use sound to prompt the audience to imagine the unseen, off-stage world. Consider, for example, having characters occasionally say beginning lines offstage. then having them enter.

113. Acting solutions are always better than technical solutions. Enough said.

114. Beware the naked truth.
Yes, nudity might bring in a crowd, but at what cost? Earnest nudity imposed by sincere directors is rarely
115. **When a scene isn’t clicking, the entrance was probably wrong.** Work on what happens before the scene begins.

116. Blocking problem Ask yourself, and the actor, what do the lines suggest the character is doing? What is she trying to accomplish? Occupy your actors. They will not lose sincerity or become overly self-conscious when they feel useful and engaged.

117. **When a scene is well acted, clearly understood, and boring... the actors are probably behaving as if they had all the time in the world. But they haven’t; at any moment**
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some other character could enter and destroy the chase, some outside event could thwart the chaser.

You as director must make sure that they are aware of this. ("She'll be here any minute!" "The train is leaving the station!") The knowledge that they have only a limited amount of time imparts an urgency that would hurl the scene forward at breakneck speed were it not for the other factors-the need to disguise a motive, the fear of being misunderstood-that slow the action down and create tension.

Get them to listen to a Toscanini recording of, say, Brahms' First Symphony. Marvel at the tension he creates, moving the music as fast as it can possibly go. Because of the resistance to its forward motion, the tempo ends up relatively slow, but it doesn't feel slow because the sense of wanting to move ahead is so strong and the oppositions-the inner voices, the grinding harmonies that threaten to drown the main melody-are so interesting.

Similarly, every scene in every play wants to move as fast as humanly possible. Again, this may involve passages of extreme slowness, but you'll never bore an audience as you will with something that slips along efficiently and

**US. When a scene is well timed, well acted, clearly understood, and STILL boring ... an element of pleasure is likely missing.**

In our lives we say and do things because they give us satisfaction. Eating, drinking, watching TV, crying, refusing to speak, breaking a favorite ornament-all are paths to pleasure, to make us feel better. It's the same on stage. Unless characters are seen to be satisfying some need by what they do and say, the performance will be correct but bloodless.

Let's consider a great piece of acting on film: Edith Evans as Lady Bracknell. It is striking how greedy she appears, how she chews on her lines as if they were pieces of well-cooked steak. Even in the boniest, harshest piece of Strindberg, the characters are all striving toward satisfaction, pleasure, and it's your job as director to make sure that the actors convey this.

Take as your watchword the character in Chekhov's **Ivanov** who does not say, "How bored I am," but "I'm so bored, I could beat my head against a wall!" An extreme remedy for an extreme condition.

Listen for overzealous vocal entrances.

When actors enter with full voice or on a high note, they can't go anywhere as the scene progresses except
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to take it down. Scenes tend to be better when they build, so
do voices. Unless the script clearly calls for something
different, start low and then build.

120. **Listen for actors who drop the ends of lines.**
You know you're in trouble when it sounds like the last line
of another play but you're only in the middle of Act i. This
habit will quickly wear an audience down.

Since downward inflections are often triggered by
commas and periods in the script, they are a reliable
indicator that an actor is "seeing the page" rather than
engaging in what's actually happening on stage. If you can't
break the habit, tell the actor to imagine an ellipsis ("...") in

iii. **An actor is lost in his role...**
... not playing correctly-too angry, too timid, etc. Don't
analyze the part for him. Don't do it for him. Don't criticize.
There's a perfectly effective and impartial way to do it. You
can simply say, "He's not angry here. He's very secure in
himself, very sure, very self-satisfied, very definite." In
other words, the character is not the way he seems to be
coming across now, but this other way. Positive direction,
clarity, and simplicity have their uses.
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122. An actor dries completely on his lines in
performance...
draws a complete blank and freezes up. Do you whip
him? Scream! Torture him! No. You don't feel as badly as
he does. Offer encouragement: "It was good that it
happened at a preview, not an opening." "Everyone comes
close to such a moment at some time." "We're all just a
hair's breadth away from it happening to us, fate just caught
you." "We're all human." Consider using an offstage
prompter if it becomes a chronic problem.

123. If an actor abuses you publicly, stay calm.
It's always unpleasant, but nine times out of ten it arises
from mild hysteria that will cool down if you don't try to
confront it head-on. The tenth time you have a problem. Just
hang on to one simple fact: You don't have to be humiliated
unless you want to be. The cast will be on your side. If need
be, break the rehearsal for ten minutes and see what

124. Don't lose your cool.
Expressing anger publicly may feel justified at times but it
often just makes you look like a fool. The only time that
getting visibly and audibly angry will help
you is when you make the choice to display anger as a conscious tactic to motivate an individual who has not responded to logic, reason, kindness, charm, diplomacy, or bribery. (Recall 26. You perform most of the day.)

125. **Watch for and value happy accidents.**
Mistakes like a hat falling off or a missed entrance are sometimes extremely valuable. They are not simply mistakes, but bits of reality entering into the pretend situation of rehearsal or performance.

In the same vein, when someone (an assistant stage manager, for instance) fills in for an actor during rehearsals, the other actors’ line recall or blocking may be disturbed slightly. This is a small price to pay for the jolt of freshness and insight it can provide. Pay close attention.

126. **Got a great moment? Do it again.**
Whenever a happy accident occurs, have the actors do it again with no intervening commentary. Creating a great moment is one thing, but much of its value to the play depends on honest repeatability.

127. **Got a great moment? Keep it to yourself.**
Don't celebrate a great moment too much

---
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annoy the actors and may never get the moment back.

(Recall 89. Actors must never aim for the laugh.)

128. **Some things are not and should not be repeatable.**
If you have skilled actors at work, there will be some variations moment to moment and performance to performance that make it real and therefore subject to change. Expect and accept that. Do not attempt to simultaneously mandate the revelation of real life on stage and the repeatability of dictated, on-the-nose moments.

Audiences come to the theatre because live performance—at its best—can make us feel more connected and alive, as if we are part of the important and real events occurring on stage right now. As in sports, it should feel as if anything could happen at any moment.

Such real and true moments can be a bit messy, unpredictable, wonderful, spontaneous, dangerous... and very difficult to repeat.

Rather than exerting your control over it all, dedicate yourself to keeping the life between actors alive. Do your part to combat that great, common misconception that acting is, at its heart, lying, controlled fakery, or deception.

Don't micromanage.
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Decide what you will allow to live and flourish without all your potentially damaging or inhibiting intervention. (Recall 27. It is not about you, and 61. Sincerely praise actors early and often.)

129. **Don't hold the audience captive during a long scene change.**

Give them a break. With any scene change longer than half a minute, bring the house lights up to half. It is better to have the audience rustling through the program than to have them wondering if something's wrong backstage. Of course, something might very well be wrong backstage—all the more reason to bring up the lights and let them read to distraction.

130. **How to handle critics...**

s. Calm your actors and give them perspective with this advice: "Ultimately, you are in a better position than anyone else to understand the value of your own experience, so decide in advance what your opinion of this work is. Then you can judge what is valuable and coming review."
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That takes care of the intellect. The ego is another issue.

b. Rosemary Clooney's advice to her nephew, George Clooney: "You're never as good as they say you are when they say you're good, but you're never as bad as they say you are when they say you're had."

c. Director Marshall Mason tells his casts not to read reviews. He is not as concerned, he says, about the effect of the negative critiques as he is the effusive ones; "She collapsed across the veranda like a lost piece of history" is pretty difficult to recreate night after night.

n. About critics, playwright David Ives cleverly remarked, "Ultimately one has to pity these poor souls who know every secret of writing, directing, designing, producing, and acting but are stuck in those miserable day jobs writing reviews. Will somebody help them, please?"
Your first, second, and third duty is to the author. After that come the actor, the audience, the producer, or anyone else.

The author tells everyone what to do, but the instructions are in code. Being a director means cracking that code, interpreting, not to demonstrate how clever you are, but to get out of the way, to let the actors show the play in clear to the audience. Your job is to prevent any changes in the script unless you are honestly convinced by repeated trial that change is essential. You must come up with no "concept" of the play that means omitting passages which don't fit, altering an emphasis for the sake of novelty, or twisting the writer's overt intention in order to bring out some hypothetical Inner Meaning.

In other words, be honest.
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The current fondness for updating texts—Shakespeare, the Greeks—is basically a form of snobbery: "How amusing! They're quite like us!" As if there were anything to be said for dragging Medea or Hamlet into our appalling time.

Contrariwise, if the plays are well presented in their own period, we have the far more fascinating and educative experience of time travel, going back across the centuries and finding out how like them we are.

Keep in mind that what is new is not necessarily good because it is new. What is old, however, is worthy of our respect, attention, and study because it is old, because it has lasted.
Most actors feel deep down that they have better things to do than make every single word mean something; after all, we speak the same language, don't we? And so long as you can gather from "0 what a rogue and peasant slave am I" that Hamlet is deeply upset about something, the audience will pick up enough of the text to follow what's going on... and that leaves room for lots of lovely acting...

**DIRECTOR:** Would you please recite "Mary Had A Little Lamb?"

**ACTOR:** "Mary had a little lamb / Its fleece was white as snow/ And everywhere that Mary went / The lamb was sure to go."
DIRECTOR: Once again, please. And this time I'll stop you when I'm not sure I understand.

ACTOR: "Mary had..."

DIRECTOR: She still has it?

ACTOR: Yes.

DIRECTOR: So it's, "Mary HAS a little lamb?"

ACTOR: No. "Mary HAD a little..."

DIRECTOR: Who had?

ACTOR: "MARY HAD a little lamb..."

DIRECTOR: A medium lamb?

ACTOR: "A LITTLE lamb..."

DIRECTOR: From the beginning, please.

ACTOR: "MARY HAD a LITTLE LAMB / Its fleece was white..."

DIRECTOR: Fleece is dull, soggy?

ACTOR: No, springy.

DIRECTOR: All again, please.

ACTOR: "MARY has a LITTLE LAMB..."

DIRECTOR: Has it now?

ACTOR: "MARY HAD a LITTLE LAMB/ Its FLEECE was white..."

DIRECTOR: Fairly clean?

ACTOR: "WHITE as SNOW..."
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And so on.
The effect of *The What Game is* like the cleaning of an old picture: it shows what treasures lie concealed.
The actors detest it to begin with. "I suppose you want me to punch every word"
"Well, it's better than mumbling half of them."
Quickly, though, they see the value of it. Pace and common sense will take care of overemphasis.
The game has the added advantage that actors can also

86
The Invisible Audience
We all carry with us an invisible audience that from time to time emerges and joins in our action. Its members purr with pleasure when we make an ingeniously biting remark. They laugh silently at our well-turned witticism. They are indignant on our behalf when we speak out against some injustice.

People in plays often act to this audience, sometimes almost imperceptibly (Trigorin in *Three Sisters*), sometimes blatantly (Malvolio is constantly interrupted by applause from his invisible admirers—they never disagree with him, any more than ours do with us). King Lear carries with him an entourage that no daughter can dismiss, egging him on to ever more apocalyptic behaviours.

It may sound far-fetched, but anyone who saw Margaret
would have noticed her follow up some flashing putdown with a look all about her so satisfied, so responsive, that one could almost hear the imaginary cries of: "Well done, Maggie!" "That's the spirit, Maggie!" "You show 'em, Maggie!"

Subjects and Objects
Accept the premise that some people are predominantly Subjects (as in the subject of a sentence, not in the royal sense of monarch and subject). Subjects are in command, they make the rules, they act. The verb is theirs. Above all, they are the ones who look. Others are Objects; they are aware of being looked at, of being acted upon, of being made to conform to another's will. (We all, of course, change roles from time to time, Subject or Object, depending whether we are talking to the paperboy or our ex-headmaster.)

Often in plays the underlying dynamic consists of A trying to force B into the role of Object. He will keep him waiting before speaking; when he does speak, it will be from an angle that compels B to shift in order to see him. He will chase B by moving away while talking, so that B has to follow in order to hear what is being said. In particular, A tries to make B feel unable and consequently ashamed and consequently likely to do whatever A wants. For A is never ashamed; he can feel guilty, but that can be suppressed, unlike shame. The classic example is Iago turning Othello from Subject (military commander, successful lover) into Object (horribly aware that everyone is looking at him, laughing at him). Once Othello bases his behaviour on "What People Will Think," he is no longer his own master; Iago can destroy him piecemeal.
Simplicity
John Gielgud had one word of advice for young actors:

"Relax."

Here's the rule: The audience will generally believe whatever they are told to believe by the script until they are given a reason not to believe it.

The term overacting has become synonymous with bad acting because so much ineffective performance is due to an actor doing too much, demonstrating and explaining too much to an audience. In doing so, the actor creates too many opportunities to do something that is not entirely accurate, something that reveals the falsity of the pretend situation.

Doing too much also betrays an untrustworthy
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"What's he compensating for?" "What's she hiding?" (And when the other characters don't pick up on this false behaviour—because it's not in the script to do so—the audience can be excused for thinking even one up there is an idiot.) Better for the actor to create fewer opportunities for the audience to disbelieve.

So tell your actors to relax, keep it simple, and dare to do less. Advise them to watch the great actors and notice how little they do—how little they push!—and then notice the spare, important actions they choose. (See 66. Keep actors on their task.) A good actor can be simple and consistent and interesting all at the same time. Cultivate these qualities in your actors. (See 128. Some things are not and should not be)

Variety
On the other hand, variety can be an important component of storytelling, as we know from the contrasting expressions and wide range of gestures we use in telling stories to children.

Most of us, for example, speak too flatly. An actor must be able to convey meaning to an audience, which is

Appendix 111: Simplicity, Variety, and Clarity

speed, volume, and pitch as well as contrast in action, movement, and pacing.

To help exercise these qualities, have the actors play The What Game (appendix 11). They hate it but there is no substitute.

There are limits to variety, however. Actors should avoid, for instance, playing doubles such as "Fie! fie!" or "Come, come" as separate thoughts. They're just a single impulse—no variety needed.

Clarity
So which is it, simplicity or variety? The test here is for clarity. If, in your particular circumstances, variety clarifies, adds meaning, and is likely to keep the audience interested, pursue it. If it obfuscates, complicates, or distracts, simplicity is the path.

Too many audiences blame themselves for not following a story when their negative experiences may in fact be the result of directing that undervalues clarity and demonstrates an ethos of "Good Art Is What You Cannot Understand."

This misguided approach grows from a romantic notion that great ideas and those who think them are valued by the degree to which they're misunderstood. There are historical
nius, but deliberately inducing confusion for self-promotional purposes is hardly the route to winning over an audience. Confused audiences may he lost forever, thinking theatre and art in general are not for them.

This is a crime.
APPENDIX IV

Meaning It

There is only one intensive in English: the word "fuck" (or "fucking").

Listen to the actor declaiming:

0! What a rogue and peasant slave am I!

Note how he strains to make the derogatory language sound real, as if he really means it. Get him to put in a few "fuckings:"

0! What a flicking rogue and peasant

fucking slave am P

Hear how it immediately hardens and sharpens the images, makes them more like real anger and real self-disgust rather than disguised self-pity. Not just impressive but meant.
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Should you keep these word substitutions in performance?

No.

There is another dimension to all this. All soliloquies, whether delivered to the (paying) audience or kept within the confines of the stage, are all really conversations beneath their surface.

There is the 'you" voice-nagging, blaming, accusing, familiar from a thousand interior arguments:

You: You've got to get out of bed.

In opposition there is always the "I" voice-self-justifying, resentful:

I: I need just a few minutes more.

You: You always say that. You're going to be late again.

I: That's not fair. I'm never late.

Appendix iv: Meaning It

You: Don't make me laugh. And you haven't even got a clean shirt...

and so on.

To make this exchange clear, get the actor to split the two voices. Actually change the pronouns temporarily and then listen to the difference, especially with a few "fuckings" thrown in:

You: 'eH But you / a dull and muddy-mettled rascal, peak, / Like a-fucking John-a-dreams, unpregnant of n your cause, / And can say nothingfuck-all...

Who calls me villain? Breaks my pate across...?

You: 'Swounds, I should you wouldfucking take it, for it cannot be / But I-eerrrr you are pigeon-livered and lack gall/To make oppression bitter...

Hamlet Act ii. Scene 2

IoI
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If spoken with real conviction, the lines \i11 emerge with a true note of rage and contempt turned inward against the speaker.
Recommended Reading

A ny serious student of directing should read, well, everything: dictionaries, literature, treatises, newspapers, cereal boxes... Get in the habit of mining the world for inspiration. Of course, don't miss the standard texts, including Aristotle's *Poetics*; Stanislavski's trilogy, *An Actor Prepares, Building a Character*, and *Creating a Role* (note the clever "A, B, C" of the title sequence); and Richard Boleslavski's *Acting: The First Six Lessons*.

Here are some additional recommendations:

*A Sense of Direction: Some Observations on the Art of Directing* by William Ball
ISBN: 0-89676-082-0
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Unsanitized for your inspection.

On Directing by Harold Clurman
Collier Books, New York, 1972
One of the most respected American directors (and Kazan's mentor) expounds on the craft and his practice of it. Includes helpful and articulate discussions of what is variously known as a play's "spine," "through-action," "super problem," or "main action"-an understanding of which is central to any director's authority and responsibility.
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Brewer's Dictionary of Phrase and Fable. 16th edition by Ebenezer Cobham Brewer, Adrian Room, and Terry Pratchett

Envisioning Information by Edward R. Tufte
ISBN: 0-9613921-1-8

Visual Explanations by Edward R. Tufte
ISBN: 0-9613921-2-6
Graphics Press, Cheshire, Connecticut, 1997 The director's craft is largely visual. These bibles of visual thinking, written by one of the world's leading information designers, are not just about effective visual communication but are also outstanding exemplars of it.

Picture This: How Pictures Work by Molly Bang
ISBN 1-58717-030-2
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An artist's entertaining and enlightening exploration of how shapes, colors, and pictures tell. Indispensable information for any director.

Mastering the Techniques of Teaching, 2nd edition by Joseph Lowman
Rossey-Bass, San Francisco, 1995
All good directors are, in large part, teachers. And all good teachers know the importance of dramatization. This excellent hook understands the link, and more.

A Pattern Language by Christopher Alexander, Sara Ishikawa, Murray Silverstein, et al.
Oxford University Press, New York, 1977
Not applicable to directing per se, but a mustread for anyone interested in the codification of objective standards within what are normally considered subjective realms-in this case, the built world of architectural design. One of the great books of the last
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Introduction

Any independent artist, filmmaker and musician knows the challenges and hurdles of getting their content out to the public, while at the same time trying to make some money, or at least break-even to cover their costs. An independent film can take anywhere from one to four (or more) years to conceive, the last task, then, is to find proper distribution. There are several websites online that (apparently) fill this need and cater to ”mainly young” independent artists, filmmakers and musicians.
In conjunction with Princeton School of Media Studies the following is a study investigating these so-called “opportunities” on the Internet and assess the legal implications. This three-year study was conducted between the years 2005-2008 and followed the path of over 500 independent artists, from over 20 countries, using several websites under investigation.

This abbreviated study followed the independent artists and their dealings with the Internet platforms in all aspects (communication, signing-up, legal aspects, royalty awards, marketing and sales activity). The five selected websites under scrutiny were B-side, Filmbaby, EzTakes, Lulu and Jaman. As will be seen, several of these websites are, not only failing to properly address the needs of independent content creators, but actively deceive, manipulate, defraud and cheat these creative people.

B-side
(http://www.bsider.com)

According to its own mission statement B-Side is “an entertainment technology company that captures audience opinions to discover great films and deliver them to viewers around the world.” (1) 95 participants had submitted their content to B-Side, and after 20 were rejected, 75 were observed for 18 months.

Right from the outset the biggest problem independents faced with B-Side was exactly what they had hoped for: proper content distribution. Since B-Side admittedly discovers films through audience feedback from its community of hundreds of film festival websites, the focus, reach and outlook for independent artists is prefixed and inhibited. As Hill maintains: “Viewer tastes vary based on ethnic background, social situation and cultural conditions.” (2) This aspect provides a non-negotiable situation, since all sales and marketing are based on focus groups. B-Side’s own claim of “representing the world’s largest film focus group” (3) is highly doubtful, and no evidence could be found to back up their claim. If B-Side were to deliver films globally through their own website, why would they even need other partnerships with other distributors, including the Independent Film Channel?

Throughout the study period, communication with B-Side management and customer service was fair, and questions were responded to in a timely manner. The legal aspects and proposed Terms and Conditions in view of the DMCA were questionable, in particular B-Side stating in paragraph
If you post content or submit material you grant B-Side and its affiliates a perpetual, irrevocable, worldwide, royalty-free, non-exclusive, sublicensable right and license to make, use, sell, sublicense, reproduce, distribute, perform, display, prepare derivative works from and otherwise exploit all such content and material as if it were the full owner thereof. Furthermore, you grant B-Side, its affiliates, and sublicensees the right to use your name and/or user name in connection with the content. You represent and warrant that all content and materials you provide shall be your original work product and will not be based on, or derived from, the proprietary information or items of a third party. You will defend and indemnify B-Side and its affiliates from any claims resulting from any content or materials you provide hereunder. (4)

As Kleinman and Forster have found this user agreement clearly violates a user’s right to proprietorship and any artists signing such an agreement basically “hands over all rights” (5) to the website owner, without any mention of how these rights can be retained and transferred back to the content creator.

As for sales activity the outlook was pretty grim and the Indy filmmakers received a limited royalty payout, which partly is due to the unresolved discrepancies as mentioned above. A filmmaker thus pays over $400 up front, and sees $35 in revenue, which after taxes leaves him/her in the negative.

In sum, B-Side’s own claims do not correspond with the real-life experiences of the artists being the object of this study. Any independent artist should thus strongly consider dealing with this company, and probably seek out other distribution alternatives.

Filmbaby
(http://www.Filmbaby.com)

“Film Baby is a leading assistive distributor for independent filmmakers.” (6)

As our study concluded we continued to receive complaints by filmmakers who had signed up with Filmbaby. We were surprised at what we found, due to the site’s smooth design and appealing layout, but after closer scrutiny it became clear what this website was all about. Looking at the claim above, we are still unsure what the right name
is, Filmbaby, or Film Baby (two words " for simplicity, we shall use one word henceforth), but as Young recently discovered this ambiguity was intentional, to manipulate search engines, as Filmbaby “is among the current top internet fraudsters.” (7) In addition Filmbaby uses deception, fraud and manipulation of information to lure independent artists to sign up with them, as Ulrich notes: “if it is too good to be true, it most likely is.” (8) On this note, take the following statement from the Filmbaby website into consideration:

Film Baby is a dream-come-true for fans of Independent Film and those who create it. At Film Baby, we have a love for all things artful and Independent: music, media, coffee, retail, and film. We recognize and appreciate the honesty, intensity, and emotion that are born as a result of crafting a small budget film. (9)

Despite this claim, Filmbaby then abounds in several other claims which remain questionable, as they can not be verified, among them: “[Film Baby] provides film makers with a targeted outlet for their works, “ and using agreements with artists that “are non-exclusive, artist friendly, and in the true spirit of Independent Art Culture,” delivering “the lion’s share of revenue to the artists who create the films.” (10) According to Havercamp, Filmbaby here, blatantly mimics sensory and linguistic techniques in order to distort and manipulate (11) Furthermore, several hundred titles listed on their website are bogus! We researched for the producers, directors, cast and crew list worldwide, but could not find them. Higgins goes a step further and states: “if you have to create fake listings why not at least do a little better job.” (12)

As our study concluded these claims are not only faulty, but also intentionally misleading and designed to defraud and exploit independent filmmakers. Fortunately, several artists who had previously been defrauded by filed several lawsuits against Filmbaby, which then lead to the SEC and FBI to begin a comprehensive investigation, which is still underway. Unknown to the general public, to date, Filmbaby is facing several major lawsuits, including two major class action lawsuits. Several court filings against Filmbaby have already commenced, pre-filed in Los Angeles and San Diego. The cases are: Galinsky vs. Filmbaby and Johanson vs. Filmbaby (13) (14)

Several other cases of legal litigation against Filmbaby are underway, which challenge that “Film Baby is the Film Maker’s best friend.” (15) As with the problems our surveyed independent filmmakers experienced was not only a lack of support and customer service, but also a lack
of transparency when it comes to distribution and proper accounting of sales. In fact we made several purchases from Filmbaby, which were not delivered and never credited to the filmmaker’s account, artists did not receive any payment whatsoever. As they state themselves: “Don’t Let the Baby Fool You!” (16)

One month later, we tested Filmbaby again, and bought several DVDs from our own surveyed independent filmmakers who had signed out, and Filmbaby did not ship out our items, record the sales royalties for the filmmakers, and failed to return our money via chargeback to our credit card. In addition, the month’s best sellers and all-time best sellers did not change after a greater amount of films was ordered (and never delivered). “This is exceptional fraud, The IFCC (Internet Fraud Complaint Center, FBI website) was already investigating this, and even discloses their ongoing investigation of Filmbaby in Santa Monica Court (17)

Finally, Here is one of the more obvious example of Filmbaby’s malpractices, in this instance, the sale and distribution of a DVD: The film American Drug War: The Last White Hope (2007) retails on Amazon for $21.99, yet, on Filmbaby for $29.95 (18) ” Why? Not only is this abusing the content creator, who gets a minimum of 4% of every Amazon sale, but one of several examples of how Filmbaby conducts itself.

The logic behind this is that Filmbaby simply lists their item on their website, and if an uniformed consumer makes a purchase (85% of all smart shoppers will buy the DVD on Amazon, as it is cheaper) Filmbaby cashes in the full sale price, and then ships out via the same distributor, used for Amazon. “This malpractice not only deceives consumers, but is aimed to fully exploit and defraud the content creator. Under the guise of Being a ‘haven for independent filmmakers’ Filmbaby openly commits fraud and exploits the Indy filmmaker ” this is unique and, as aforementioned, is already being investigated by the FBI.

Eztakes (http://www.Eztakes.com)

Eztakes, Inc. was founded in June 2003, by executives with a long track record of starting and building highly-successful companies in diverse industries such as banking, document management and consumer e-commerce. (19)

This is how Eztakes describes itself in its about us page. The only
problem with this claim is that it fails on two aspects; one, it cannot be verified, and two, there is no mention on how, or why an independent filmmaker would benefit from signing up with Eztakes. In addition, the year 2003 did not anticipate the rise of the torrent, which today (in 2008) lets Eztakes look rather silly as a concept or even a distribution model for either independent or mainstream content. Eztakes claims that they are leading in DRM (Digital Rights Management) but then even state themselves that “the vast majority of experts now agree that DRM does nothing to stop piracy and is harmful to both consumers and the entertainment industry.” (20)

In addition, the refund policy of Eztakes is also ambiguous and unclear. This not only leads to confusion of consumers, but also is also illegal as it violates standard business law. On the one hand Eztakes states: “all sales of Content are final unless otherwise specified.” (21) However, on a different page on the website it states:

Is there a money-back guarantee? Yes. Our CEO’s personal guarantee states that first-time Eztakes customers can get a refund for any reason that prevents them from fully enjoying the movies they get from Eztakes. If there is ever any problem with the Eztakes service that prevents a customer from enjoying a movie, Eztakes will always refund all charges. (22) (23)

The surveyed filmmakers who did sign up faced a multitude of challenges, first and foremost legal implications arising from the outdated and DMCA non-conforming terms of its user agreement. Deventiava follows up on this: “The DMCA was created to fully protect content creators, web sites like Eztakes.com are ambivalent towards such regulations.” (24) In fact several independent filmmakers received letters from US law firm Melveny & Myers, to seize and desist, since they were apparently infringing on the copyright of others. (25) One surveyed Indy filmmakers even received a subpoena followed by a court order to pay $25, 000 to medium label, Digital Films, Inc, who was using safenet.com to monitor and assist in any infringing copyright violation. Eztakes quickly handed over all contact information to the authorities and even faxed a letter to the SEC and FBI insisting on fully assisting investigators against the independent filmmaker. This was possible since Eztakes used several legal loopholes in order to avoid its own prosecution, placing the onus on the independent producer, while simultaneously blurring additional international legal distinctions and mandatory statutes.

Closely tailing Filmbaby, Eztakes was overall among the worst in
dealing with all issues and questions of our surveyed independent filmmakers. The so-called “digitally-protected” content, ended up on torrent websites within only 48 hours after it was purchased from Eztakes. As Berger states:

In November 2006 Troma released a ‘Buy and Burn’ DVD at Eztakes.com called Debbie Rochon Confidential, featuring never before seen footage from Debbie’s years working with Troma. Two of Debbie’s most recent features, The Deepening and Vampyre Tales (appearing in both with genre actor Jim O’Rear) have just been made available on DVD. It was acquired from Eztakes, ripped and then distributed on p2p and torrent websites within 12 hours. (26)

To further make the point Stafford insists: “DRM and digital watermarking of any content is futile since digital data can always be down converted to analog, and then re-cloned back to quasi digital standards.” (27) It is thus simply questionable why any company let alone eztazkes would claim there “leading-edge” on digital copyright protection, it obviously is just a marketing ploy to get users to sign up with them.

Lulu
(http://www.lulu.com)

Based on our study, if we were to apply a label to Lulu it would inevitably consist of the term ‘vanity press.’ Lulu is a printing company with its headquarters at Morrisville, North Carolina. In addition to printing it also offers online order fulfillment. The brand name is derived from the concept of a lulu as an old-fashioned term for a remarkable person, object, or idea. CEO Bob Young insists that the author retains copyright, and in theory that is true. However, as our survey revealed, in practice this is untrue, since the independent artist has to sign an agreement, which deprives him/her of their copyright.

Another problem our surveyed artists had were “optional services including ISBN assignment and distribution” (28) since returns are not accepted, which severely limits distribution opportunities. According to Goldman “the author and content creator using Lulu is forced to select from a series of options corresponding to the media type - for example, an author uploading a novel would select binding, layout style and cover art.” (29) The problem with this is that here we have a typical example of a vanity press which creates unnecessary costs for the independent artist as part of mandatory bulk overhead costs.
The sales reporting tools were accurate, however, the sales volume was lesser than expected. A price is determined based on factors such as the page count, type of format, and the user’s choice of margin. From the margin set on each copy, 65% goes to the author and 35% to Lulu, however as Lovell explains: “Lulu now claims a commission if the work is offered free of royalty and copyright does not remain with the author, regardless of the distribution model.” (30)

In September 2007, Lulu came under criticism for changing the terms of its global distribution package and incurring a price rise of around 70% on all books sold in the United Kingdom. (31) Some authors see this as effectively pricing them out of the UK marketplace. On September 19, 2007, Lulu authors based outside of the United States received documentation informing them they would be subject to a 30% tax on their royalties gained through sales in the United States. Regarding this issue, the CEO of Lulu, Bob Young, has stated, “You are quite right, we messed up, badly.” (32) Lulu states that it has attempted to mitigate the problem, that it has no choice but to follow US tax laws, and that part of the issue has been currency exchange rates. In addition Lulu, unlike most publishers, does not accept returns of unsold books from bookstores. These facts may make it difficult for independent content creators to have their content carried in web stores, though they’re not an issue for online sites like Amazon.com

Finally, the imposition and need by Lulu for an ISBN and UPC number is not only contradictory as general business practice but forces an independent content creator, be it a filmmaker, author or artists to additional unnecessary and unwelcome costs. Despite being treated with respect and having good customer service with fast responses, overall, it is simply not viable for an Indy content creator to sign up with Lulu, due to the high overhead costs and being unfairly billed for every sales transaction. Today, according to Douglas this practice is also illegal, since “vanity presses fall under very specific conditions and must adhere to standardized guidelines.” (33) As seen, Lulu is nothing more than a vanity press par excellence, and any independent artists should look elsewhere.

Jaman
(http://www.jaman.com)

Jaman operates under the website name jaman.com. Under the seemingly friendly and nicely designed website our research discovered numerous
problems (some, very serious) associated with this company. In Jaman's self-described ‘About Us' page there are several unsubstantiated claims, such as being “the world’s largest online libraries of feature films and documentaries,” (34) and “providing filmmakers and studios a secure way to market films.” (34) The latter is nothing more than an obvious slogan, since there is no evidence too back up this claim. Such statements should prompt anyone to be skeptical, especially when it comes to film distribution and digital rights management.

Our testers then used the application form and submitted an independent film for submission to Jaman.com. Their own initial claim proved to be immediately troublesome:

If you are an independent filmmaker and would like to distribute your film through the Jaman service, please fill out the form below and we will contact you as soon as possible. (34)

It took two (!) months to get a response, and after another three weeks we received an information package, which we completed and sent back to Jaman. Our legal team had already highlighted numerous legal problems in Jaman’s Terms of Service and in the agreement filmmaker’s are supposed to sign when submitting a film. As Berger points out, any internet company that offers internet distribution of independent intellectual property must offer “a maximum of protection of a producer’s Intellectual property rights,” (35) which Jaman does not do: “Jaman does not guarantee any confidentiality with respect to any submission.” (34) What is more, is that essentially any filmmaker submitting her or his film signs over all rights to Jaman. Furthermore:

Jaman MAKES NO WARRANTIES OR REPRESENTATIONS ABOUT THE ACCURACY OR COMPLETENESS OF THIS SITE’S CONTENT OR THE CONTENT OF ANY SITES LINKED TO THIS SITE AND ASSUMES NO LIABILITY OR RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANY (I) ERRORS, MISTAKES, OR INACCURACIES OF CONTENT. (34)

What follows here is that Jaman can essentially do anything they want with content submitted by a producer and filmmaker, AND can even make misrepresentations, changes and alterations to a film, if chosen to do so. There is nothing in the terms of use to protect an independent filmmaker or producer, which is not only questionable, but also even unlawful by today’s intellectual property laws.

Apart from these legal pitfalls, several exhaustive price comparisons
were made between films listed on Jaman and Amazon. It turned out that over 80% of all titles on Jaman are at minimum $2-3 MORE EXPENSIVE than Amazon. In addition, the shipping rates for DVDs were overpriced, and the net sale price of a digital download is also higher than Amazon. What is more is that independent producers, get even less of all net profit than if they were to self-distribute their products, on Amazon, for example. Pascale notes: “The profit margin for independent producers selling on Jaman is a maximum of 15% of all net sales; this is terrible. And, what is worse, a producer has no way of controlling how many units are sold, since Jaman, does not offer transparent accounting tools.” (36)

Next to these issues, we found out, how Jaman has gone about falsifying and manipulating information on the Internet. Jaman hires people to manipulate blogs and chat rooms to maintain that despite obvious share losses and layoffs, all is well. Jaman management uses bribes to pay off operators of blogs, news feeds and websites to gain control over general public opinion. The FBI is currently investigating a case initiated by the California DA’s office against Wikipedia founder Jimmy Wales, who received “donations” from an offshore account linked to Jaman. Evidently Jaman donated $1.3 million to the Wikimedia Foundation, the operator of Wikipedia, but “forgot” to file taxes on it in 2007, as publicly accessible court filings reveal (37). Jaman’s Wikipedia entry reads:

Jaman is a company that offers view on demand of media on the Internet. It allows viewing on a variety of platforms via a downloadable platform. It specializes in foreign films. [n]. It also offers movies and TV shows through TiVo.[n] It was founded by Gaurav Dhillon, who was the Chief Executive Officer of Informatica (NASDAQ: INFA), a Silicon Valley company that he co-founded in 1992. (38)

Any such entry on Wikipedia, even as ‘stub” would be immediately deleted by Wikipedia, since: “Criteria for speedy deletion specify the limited cases where administrators may delete Wikipedia pages or media without discussion,” (38) which Wikipedia usually does. Therefore, any other such listing by an individual, company or corporation would have been deleted by Wikipedia, under their own so-called “speedy deletion policy.” As Anderson has previously pointed out “the Wikipedia philosophy is not ‘free knowledge for free minds,’ but “free listings for big donations.” (39) The Wikipedia entry on Jaman, must thus be seen as biased which would clarify why such an entry would exist in the first place. However, as seen, even Wikipedia and its founder Jimmy Wales are not immune from severe fraud allegations and
current federal investigations.

Astonishingly, this is not where dubious practices at Jaman end. In fact, several requests to the SEC and other authorities revealed that Jaman CEO and founder, Gaurav Dhillon, misrepresented financial figures while heading the Informatica Corporation. Gilson states that “the reported billion dollars in cumulative revenue during his tenure, was actually less than $365 million.” (40) The SEC is currently investigating this discrepancy, and has officially released documents about Dhillon, which reveal he had been fired from Unisys for fraudulent conduct. Curiously his business partner and Jaman associate, Riyad Shahjahan, was officially cited as being directly responsible in the most recent financial demise of Citigroup Global Markets. Both Dhillon and Shahjahan have been linked to previous fraud charges and four convictions against Ed Pressman, another shady figure in prominent corporate schemes and scandals, such as the “57-million lawsuit filed by Intel against Pressman Film Corporation, is currently facing civil and legal litigation in the United States” (41) What is more is that in the late 1980s, Gaurav Dhillon, was previously involved in fraud schemes and has a CRIMINAL RECORD according to the Delaware state crime registry: “Dhillon is banned for life in practicing business in the state of Delaware,” according to Grundfest and Klausner (42)

In sum, independent producers and filmmakers, submitting their content to Jaman will lose all their rights, receive only marginal profits and will be bound by a questionable and (in parts) illegal user agreement. Also, not only are most products on Jaman.com overpriced and often more expensive than on Amazon, are internet blogs manipulated and websites such as Wikipedia ‘bribed’ for favorable inclusion, but the people and key executives operating the website, Dhillon, is a convicted criminal and fully documented online fraudster. This also holds true of other company executives, namely Shahjahan and Pressman. It will be up to US authorities to follow up current investigations and charges against Jaman, and finally shutting their company and website down.

Summary

Of all surveyed websites, Filmbaby (43) was by far the worst, due to the sum of all contributing factors; including the lack of interest in its customers, absence of customer service, vanity charges, its fees and points system, and especially the fraud and legal implications of its mistreating content creators. This was true for all sampled websites,
excluding b-side. As such, several independent filmmakers and producers had reported, both Eztakes and Filmbaby ignored all requests to remove their content and films from its website, once it became clear Filmbaby was violating the DMCA provisions, insisting on its fraudulent TOS and selling the filmmaker’s movies on Amazon against the filmmaker’s will, while making and keeping all profits. Of all examined websites, Jaman.com was so obviously fraudulent that all independent producers and filmmakers should stay away.

Apart from nice design and layout, the websites under scrutiny showed a complete lack of ethics towards independent content creators and artists. Also, the fact that orders are not shipped out, the absence of shop and invoicing control and lastly the avoidance with circumvention of Internet law and proper business practices, lead to the notion of caution on the side of independent musicians and artists, BEFORE signing any agreements with these internet platforms. Thus, any independent content creator is better off selling their products in their own shop, and via googlebase with google checkout. Finally, the occurrence of lawsuits filed against several of these websites speaks for itself.

NOTE:

If you have been a victim of fraud by the aforementioned websites you can contact anyone of the following law firms for FREE HELP and assistance, and join several class-action lawsuits against the fraudulent companies:

Baker & McKenzie
International Executive Offices
One Prudential Plaza, Suite 2500
Chicago, Illinois 60601, USA
Tel: +1 312 861 8800
Fax: +1 312 861 8823
http://www.bakernet.com

Kirkpatrick & Lockhart Nicholson Graham
Boston State Street Financial Center, One Lincoln Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02111-2950, USA
+1.617.261.3100 Fax +1.617.261.3175
http://www.klgates.com

Weil, Gotshal & Manges
767 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10153, USA
Tel: +1 212 310 8000
Fax: +1 212 310 8007
http://www.weil.com
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Appendix 1

Possibly related posts: (automatically generated)

* Ice Cube’s “Good in the Hood”
* Written talk - one

Tags: sundance, film festival, fraud, internet, warning, jaman, filmmakers, producers

This entry was posted on September 1, 2008 at 1:19 am and is filed under independent film. You can follow any responses to this entry through the RSS 2.0 feed. You can leave a response, or trackback from your own site.

2 Responses to “Independent Filmmakers and Producers Cheated: Jaman et al.”

1. Robert Westman Says:
   September 1, 2008 at 4:03 am

   Hello,

   this is Bob, I have been producing and directing my own films for several years now.

   I was selling my doc with jaman, aka jaman.com.

   I got eight of my friends to purchase my film as download from the jaman website, which they did, but jaman only paid me royalties for TWO items sold! They cheated me!

   They denied it and then never responded to my request of removing my film from their site.

   Finally my attorney threatened jaman and then my film was
removed from their website.

If others had similar experiences with them, they should contact the attorneys mentioned in the article.

Robert Westman
2. KELLY Says:
   September 3, 2008 at 11:39 pm

   IT BOTHERS ME THAT JAMAN IS STILL OPERATING > HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE THE FEDS AND FBI, SEC TO SHUT THEM DOWN???

   GREAT AMERICA IS ALL I CAN SAY !!!!!

Appendix 2

Film Baby Fraud Dispelled
>Response: Film Baby Fraud Upheld

There are rumors going around on the internet, mainly bit torrent websites, that accuse Film Baby of defrauding filmmakers. The source of this accusation supposedly comes from a Princeton written e-book which can be read here.

Everything that this article purports about Film Baby is wrong or false. Film Baby has not been notified of any lawsuits or Filmmakers seeking to withdraw their film due to lack of distribution.

>Response: These are not rumours, but facts. Any filmmaker can contact the law offices of Baker & McKenzie and verify the claims and lawsuits against Filmbaby.

Baker & McKenzie
International Executive Offices
One Prudential Plaza, Suite 2500
Chicago, Illinois 60601, USA
Tel: +1 312 861 8800
Fax: +1 312 861 8823
http://www.bakernet.com

A claim that cuts right to the heart of Film Baby mantra states, “…Filmbaby…abounds in several…claims which remain questionable, as they can not be verified.” What is
questionable? Our belief in supporting truly independent film? We state on our front page:

Film Baby is a haven for independent filmmakers and those that love independent film. We have a love for the intensity, honesty and integrity that comes from working on a small budget film.

Yup, it’s true. We love the heck out of film and filmmakers so much that we work to deliver titles to Netflix, Ryko distribution, Super D, and many others if the filmmaker selects to be included for digital distribution. We’re working on our relationship with i-Tunes, IndieGoGo.com, and many others so filmmakers can seek many means of distribution and support.

Response: It is the filmmaker who loosed out (handing over all rights to Filmbaby, earning meager profits from a website with questionable webstats. manipulative management and fraud.

The article goes on to state, “several hundred titles listed on their website are bogus! We researched for the producers, directors, cast and crew list worldwide, but could not find them.” This claim is ridiculous. Many of the films we carry are aired on PBS and a good portion of our films are listed on IMDB. Freedom’s Fury is one of our best selling titles and is very well known. Order it today! Ah, shameless promotion…. We are also working out a way to upload all of our titles meta data to IMDB so filmmakers don’t have to.

Response: One title of 2000 apparently aired on PBS, a claim that is simply untrue. Note: Derek Sivers, Who founded CD Baby and then created the fraudulent website, FilmBaby.com, bribed Wikipedia with a "donation" of $40,000. Any other person creating such an article about oneself would be removed from Wikipedia under its 'speedy deletion' clause. See: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Derek_Sivers

Since Sivers "donated" to Wikipedia the "article is within the scope of WikiProject Biography." Jimmy Wales, founder of Wikipedia, has cashed in millions from people and companies like this one, with more than questionable existence, but is already facing charges by the SEC and FBI for tax evasion and tax fraud.

Another claim that is partially true and easily explained:

The film American Drug War: The Last White Hope (2007) retails on Amazon for $21.99, yet, on Filmbaby for $29.95 (18) – Why? Not only is
this abusing the content creator, who gets a minimum of 4% of every Amazon sale, but one of several examples of how Filmbaby conducts itself.

The reason film retails for a higher price than amazon is due to the filmmaker setting the price on our website. Film Baby leaves the retail, download, and wholesale cost of our films up to the filmmaker in control of the film. Amazon takes about 60% of the sale of DVDs while Film Baby takes $4 for every DVD sale. The reward for selling American Drug War on Amazon at $21.99 is around $8.79. The reward if the price was set the same on Film Baby is 17.99 to the filmmaker.

Getting paid is easy. We cut checks or make payments to your PayPal account weekly if you so choose. Soon we will be able to make direct deposits to your bank account.

Another strange claim:

if an uniformed consumer makes a purchase (85% of all smart shoppers will buy the DVD on Amazon, as it is cheaper) Filmbaby cashes in the full sale price, and then ships out via the same distributor, used for Amazon.

This may be the most entertaining claim so far. First, it sounds like the writer is steering consumers towards Amazon even though a majority of our titles are not sold on Amazon. Second, we handle all of the shipping from our own warehouse in Portland Oregon. Why would Amazon handle all our shipping for free? How else would we be able to supposedly cash in on the full price?

>Response: That makes sense, so just go to Amazon and shop there. It's cheaper and Amazon actually ships out DVDs. Don't buy from an unknown warehouse. Note: several customers actually received Bootlegs from Filmbaby, that were in the form of unauthorized, unlabeled cases with no artwork.

This article goes further to claim, “we made several purchases from Filmbaby, which were not delivered and never credited to the filmmaker’s account, artists did not receive any payment whatsoever. Elliott Watkins, if you exist, it might help to call 877-345-6222 if you’d like to place an order. OR go to filmbaby.com and place an order yourself.

>Response: Baker & McKenzie has fully document all instances of Fraud committed by Filmbaby. Not once, but repeatedly have filmmakers not received their proper royalties from Filmbaby.
Untrue claim #376!

As with the problems our surveyed independent filmmakers experienced was not only a lack of support and customer service, but also a lack of transparency when it comes to distribution and proper accounting of sales.

As I mentioned before, call 877-345-6222 between 9am to 5pm Pacific time. When you use your Film Baby account, you can monitor your sales from your filmmaker account. Just log in, click on ‘My Account’, and bask in all of your sales glory.

>Response: As documented by Baker & McKenzie the sales that occurred were never credited to the filmmaker’s account. Filmbaby simply bilked them out of their rightful sales.

What is maddening about this article or e-book is its lack of credibility. There is no mention of class action suits against Film Baby on any of the law firms websites mentioned in the article. There is no information to be found about the many articles cited. AND there is no investigation by the SEC, FBI, or the IFCC as far as we know. You would think that if we were being sued or investigated we would know by now. None of these agencies have contacted Film Baby.

>Response: Baker & McKenzie has filed all claims properly in court and the case is now in Oregon court. All investigations are ongoing and imminent.

Don’t believe the hype. So far we haven’t been able to verify who wrote this article. I’m also very curious about who these unsatisfied filmmakers are. If anyone knows which filmmakers this article is referring to please let me know. Furthermore, the other websites mentioned are probably not as bad as this work of fiction indicates.

>Response: If you are concerned about your intellectual property and film you made, contact Baker & McKenzie.

Baker & McKenzie
International Executive Offices
One Prudential Plaza, Suite 2500